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An update on Morrison & Co investment views

• What are our views on current macro conditions and the outlook for infrastructure?
• What will drive future demand for essential services?
• Where are we focusing our proprietary research?
• What are the implications for investment strategy?
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Multiple layers of risk & uncertainty in global markets
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Global monetary settings remain in uncharted territory
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Ever-increasing investor demand for infrastructure

• 63% of global institutions currently below
their target allocation to infra, only 10% above

Unlisted infrastructure fund dry powder
Dec 2012- March 2016, US$bn

+15% pa

• Chinese strategic investors globally active
• 0% of infra fund managers seeing reduced
competition for assets
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• Full valuations evident in unlisted infra deals
- Both defensive utilities and more growthoriented infrastructure trading strongly

Source: Preqin
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Prospering in an uncertain and competitive market
Market Outlook

Strategic Implications

• “Even lower for even longer”?

 Maintain balance sheet flexibility

• Continued capital flows into infra

 Execute on embedded options

• Ongoing upward pressure on unlisted
infra asset prices

 Focus on essential services with strong long
run demand drivers

• Multiple potential sources of listed
market disruption

 Stand ready to capitalise on market distress
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What will drive demand for essential services in the future?

Decarbonisation

Aging Populations

Infratil’s Core Development Platforms

Tech-Enabled Infrastructure

Emerging area of focus
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Decarbonisation:
A breakthrough year for global carbon action
•

•

COP 21 should be a global game-changer
-

Long term climate action agreement with legal force

-

Emission reduction commitments from 187 countries

-

130+ expected to sign 22 April 2016

Renewables will be central to implementation
-

•

Expected to make up 78% of new power generation
investment in major economies through to 2030

Triggering a virtuous cycle of investment growth and
cost reduction
-

R&D Investment + Scale Production

-

Falling equipment costs, increasing efficiency,
transformative technologies
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Decarbonisation:
Firmer policy settings will drive renewable investment
Australia
•

•

Bipartisan agreement on the RET
-

New target for large-scale generation

-

33,000 GWh in 2020

-

~23.5% of Australia’s electricity

•

•

•

ACT, Vic, Qld all looking to stimulate
electricity decarbonisation

RET requires a step-change in investment
-

Additional 15,000 GWh of renewables

-

Several multiples of historic build rates

New contracting models will emerge

PTC’s and ITC’s extended in late 2015
-

Additional State Govt renewables support
-

•

USA

-

Extension to 2019, providing investment
certainty for renewables developers

Obama’s Clean Power Plan will accelerate
decarbonisation
-

Enforces energy sector emissions limits
by State, starting in 2022

-

Goal of 32% reduction in power sector
emissions by 2030 (vs 2005)

-

Will drive switch from coal to gas and
renewables

Solar PV increasing share of utility-scale
renewable investment
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Aging Populations:
Our ingoing investment thesis for MET and Retire Australia
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Aging Populations:
Building an “essential eldercare services” business
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Tech-Enabled Infrastructure:
How will technology transform the infrastructure sector?

Autonomous vehicle video link
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Tech-Enabled Infrastructure:
How does technology show up in our portfolio strategies?
Understanding threats and opportunities in traditional infra sectors
• How could IoT and big data analytics impact energy markets?
• What do autonomous vehicles mean for transport infrastructure?
Impacts of
Technology on
Infrastructure
Investment
Identifying the infrastructure assets of the future
• What assets will governments and communities need to manage the
explosion of data processing, storage and transmission?
• Which will offer the investment characteristics we seek from infra?
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Conclusion:
Three takeaways for Infratil investors

1.

In uncertain market conditions, the outlook for the infrastructure sector remains strong

2.

As demand for infrastructure assets expands, the value of IFT’s embedded options grows

3.

We are focused on essential services that address fundamental and fast-growing societal needs
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Important Information
The statements and opinions expressed in this presentation and any related discussion (the presentation) are based on the information available as at the date of the
presentation. Morrison & Co reserves the right, but will be under no obligation, to review or amend this presentation, if any additional information, which was in existence
on the date of this presentation was not brought to its attention, or subsequently comes to light.
In preparing this document, Morrison & Co has relied on forecasts and assumptions about future events which, by their nature are not able to be verified. Inevitably some
assumptions may not materialise and unanticipated events and circumstances are likely to occur. Therefore, actual results in the future will vary from the forecasts which
Morrison and Co has relied. These variations may be material.
While Morrison & Co believes that the content of this presentation is accurate, any person contemplating investing must make his or her own decision as to the sufficiency
and relevance for its purposes of the information contained in this presentation, and should undertake his or her own independent investigation of the investment, after
taking all appropriate advice from qualified professional persons, before investing. In addition, the presentation contains information sourced from third parties.
Accordingly, neither Morrison & Co or any of its related companies, nor any of their respective directors, employees, advisors or shareholders will be liable to any recipient
for errors or omissions from this presentation, whether arising out of negligence or otherwise.

This presentation is not a recommendation by Morrison & Co, any of its related companies, or any of their respective directors, employees, advisors or shareholders to
invest.
This presentation, and all other information made available to the recipient in connection with it, is strictly confidential. It may not be used for any purpose other than to
decide whether to proceed with an application of securities. This presentation may not be reproduced in whole or in part. Its content may not be disclosed to any other
person for any purposed whatsoever. Upon request, any recipient will promptly return this presentation to Morrison & Co, and confirm that it has destroyed all
information derived from it.
This presentation does not constitute an offer to invest or the solicitation of an offer to invest in any jurisdiction to any person to whom it is unlawful to make the offer or
solicitation in that jurisdiction. A recipient may only provide this presentation to someone in circumstances that will result in compliance with any applicable laws and
regulations. No representation is given that any action will be take in any jurisdiction to permit a public offering of an investment or possession of this presentation.
Each recipient agrees to be bound by the above by accepting this presentation.
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